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Abstract: An unconventional design of optical fibres
providing uniform side emission of the launched
radiation along the fibre length is regarded. Several
promising applications of the "glowing fibres" and
fibre tips of this design for clinical treatment and
monitoring are discussed, including phototherapy,
laser Doppler flowmetry, laser-tissue dosimetry, and
*coldJight" linear illumination.
INTRODUCTION

The conventional optical fibres are supposed to
transport the launched light energy to a distant location;
the output end of a "normal" fibre emits like a semipoint light source. However, optical fibres can also be
exploited as linear or semi-linear light sources, if special
efforts are undertaken to stimulate the transmitted light
leakage through the cylindrical side surface. Optical
fibre designs providing relatively uniform side-emission
are regarded in this report, experimental data on the
spatial distribution of output intensity are presented, and
eventual clinical applications are discussed.
DESIGNS

The side-emittive optical fibre

of our design [l ]

of a highly purified silica core, a transparent
polymer cladding and a protective coating, also made of
a transparent material. The cladding contains specific
consists

microparticles which cause partial scattering of the coretransported light into the cladding, with subsequent side
emission of the light. This design has been approved for

relatively short side-emittive fragments, e. g. diffusive
tips of medical laser delivery lightguides l2l, as well as
for several hundred meter long uniformly glowing fibres.
Further modifications of this concept were developed
and studied; one of them is illustrated on Fig. l. The
silica core I of the fibre is covered by polymer cladding
2 with the scattering particles introduced at its distal
fragment of length L, and a flat mirror 4 is mounted on
the end of the fibre. This design provides simultaneous

ts-L

scattering

of light

propogating

in two

opposite

directions, thus avoiding the predominant forward
scattering effect observed for many commercial PDT
diftusers [3].

EXPERIMENTAL TECHNIQUE AND RESULTS

Experimental set -up for the output intensity spatial
distribution measurements was generally described in
[2], only the photodetector unit used in this work was
more sophisticated, allowing to detect and compare the
radiation intensities emitted from each mm2 of the fibre
side surface in nine fixed directions between -60o to +60o
(angles are defined relatively to the fibre axis normal,
"+" means the initial light propogation direction);
angular resolution of the equipment was + 2 deg.
Fig. 2 shows the measured angular distribution
functions of intensity emitted from five fixed points
along the fibre diffuser designed accordingly to Fig. I
(silica core diameter 0.3 mrn, fibre external diameter 1.0

rmrl, length of the emittive tip 9.3 cm);

the

corresponding distances from the distal mirror were

varied between 0.4 cm and 8.5 cm. The angular
distribution of intensity emitted by a I mm2 area of the
whole-length glowing fibre the distance 1.0 m from the
fibre input end is also presented (see the dotted curve).
One can observe relatively smooth angular distributions
for most points of the diffuser emmittive area except for
those located very close to the tip mirror - see the 0.4 cm
curve confirming predominant backward scattering. In
contrary, the whole-length glowing fibre emission is
relatively uniform in the -60'...+30" interval and more
intensive at forward directions *30"...+60", as expected
from the Mie scattering theory.
DISCUSSION: CLINICAL APPLICATIONS

Several clinical applications of the side-emittive
optical fibres seem fairly promising.
l. Phototherapy [4]:
- laser radiation delivery for the photodynamic therapy
(PDT) of tumors;
- low-intensity laser therapy of internal cavities;

- blue light local delivery (so-called "biliblankets") for
phototherapy of infant Hyperbi lirubinemia

- UVA

;

and [fVE] radiation local delivery to specific

areas of skin for treatment and/or tanning.

2. Laser Doppler flowmetry [5]:

- laser irradiation and collection of the back-scattered
Figure

l.

radiation in muscles and other internal organs by the
single-fibre technique.
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THE ANGULAR DISTRIBUTION OF OUTPUT RADIATION
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Figure 2.
3. Laser-tissue dosimetry:

-

collection and calibrated detection of the high-power
laser radiation scattered in tissues, e. E. during laser
surgery.

4. Illumination:
- linear "cold light" illumination of intemal channels and

cavities,

e. g. during endoscopic

diagnostics and

treatment.

CONCLUSIONS

The described designs and presented experimental
results confirm that the side-emittive optical fibres can
have numerous interesting clinical applications in near
future.
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